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SiJiNARY -- 

An experinent has shown that a woall Jet is able to prevent the 

separation of a turbulent bounde.ry leyer in a supersonic flom havmg a 

large pressure rise. The expertient was conducted with a mainstream 

Each number of I.8 upstresm of the pressure rwe at a Reynolds nmber of 

4 million per foot. 

A practical applrcatzon of the work could be to supersonic air 

intakes. The pctential perfomence of such en uk&e vlth injectlon 

boundsxy leyer control appears to be abol;t the seme as that of ez~ Intake 

usmg suctzon control, but some of the design problems mght be easier. 
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1 .o Introduction 

To obtain a satisfactory aerodynamic performance from a duct or wing, 
it is often necessary to apply a measure of control to the boundary lsyer 
flows. Methods are well known for preventing separation and controlling 
boundary lsyers on aerofoils in subsonic flow: the re-energisation of a 
boundary lsysr by blowing and control by suction are two common exsmples. 
A lack of fundamental information exists, however, on the effects of super- 
sonic blowing in transonic and supersonic flow, where an additional corn- 
plsxity is that of shock/boundary layer interactron. 

The control of a supersonic turbulent boundary layer can be import- 
ant 121 practical applications. For instance, in a supersonic air intake 
the boundary layers in the supersonic and trsnsonic regions are subJected 
to steep adverse pressure gradients generated by the intake shock system: 
if there were no boundary leyer control, the flow would separate end thereby 
reduce the efficiency of diffusion. The favoured method of control, marnly 
because of its simplicity, is that of bleeding away the low energy air 
before or at incipient separation. Nevertheless, trouble is sometimes 
experienced in positioning end designing the bleed slots and in ductlng 
army the low enera air; in sddrtion, a loss of intake mass flow is inour- 
red, often with a significant loss of performance associated with the bleed 
flow itself. 

As an alternative to suction for the boundary layer control in an 
intake, supersonic air inJection has been suggested, for it might overcome 
some of the do.fficulties associated with suction. The present lnvestiga- 
tlon was planned, therefore, to produce data end an understanding of the 
flow fundsmentals for supersonic blonmg. 

1 .I Frevlous work -- 

In a theoretic& analysis of blowing over flaps to achieve high 
lift on aerofoilsl it has been proposed that, ideally, instantaneous mix- 
ing between the Jet and the boundary layer would permit a pressure rise to 
be applied immediately without separating the boundary lsyer. E'or this 
ideal conception, it was reckoned that the excess momentum of the inJection 
fluid should equal the momentum deficiency of the original bounder.. layer. 
It was pointed out, however, that in a practical flow the mixing of the 
two streams required a finite distance, snd that a new wall boundary layer 
would grow under the Jet. It $788 therefore suggested that &out 2.5 times 
the ideal quantity of Jet excess momentum might be necessary for a large 
pressure rise to be possible. 

The results of some tests at transonic speeds performed at the 
National Physical Laboratory* showed that air inJection reduced the 
effects of shock induced separation of the turbulent boundary layer. The 
inJection of small quantities of ear produced a large effect on the separa- 
tion nith the blowing slot in the dead air region. With the slot upstresm 
of the separation, larger quentities of air were required to bring about 
an appreciable effect on the flow development. Lamson and Smetanaj also 
found that blowing in the separation region yielded favourable results. 

In subsonic flon and in a zero pressure gradrent, Bradshae and Gee4 
found that the Jet excess momentum should be about 5 times the momentum 
deficiency of the origrnal boundory layer for the velocity of the air in 
the original boundary lsyer to be eventually as great as the mainstream 
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value. In a positive pressure gradient, a value of Jet excess momentum of 
about twice that of the original boundary layer momentum deficiency 
appeared adequate to prevent ssparatron, but not enough to completely 
entrain the original boundary layer. It was thought that a method of 
calculation was unlikely to be found for a wall jet below a retarded stream 
until the generation of turbulent shear stress was understood fully. 

An attempt was made by N.G.T.E. to re-energise by supersonic air 
injectron the boundary layer on the sidewall of sn intake where the flow 
direction had been reversed by shock wave/boundary lsyer interactions. A 
length of mixing of about 2 to 3.5 original boundary layer thicknesses was 
found to be insufficient. The inference was that blowing only Sll&tly 

upstream of regxons of sepsrated flow did not necessarily produce the 
expected favourable effects - contrary to the results quoted in References 
2 end 3; the conclusion reached was that a fundamental comprehension of 
the inJection phenomena mas necessary before re-energisatlon techniques 
could be Justified in intskes. 

Previous work has indicated, therefore, some confirmation and some 
contradiction between theoretical expectations and experimental results. 
It was hoped that the presont investigation mould produce evidence to help 
resolve the snomalres. 

2.0 Apparatus 

2.1 The mind tunnel 

The rrg is illustrated in Figures 1 to 3. The tunnel was supplied 
with dry air at a total pressure of 1 atm. abs. end was driven by a mechsni- 
cal exhaueter. The tunnel nozzle expanded the flow to a nominal Mach 
number of l*$Js which reduced subsequently to about 1.8 at the traverse 
region in the working section, dovrnstresm of the nozzle exit. The test 
boundary layer was that on the loafer nail of the wind tunnel downstream of 
the nozzle throat, having en absolute thickness of about 0.25 in. at the 
traverse region. Throughout the tests, no provision was made for removing 
any boundary leyers from those surfaces not associated nith the test boun- 
dary layer. The rig aspect ratio of 2.53 when compared nith previous 
uork (References 5 to 9) appeared adequate to prevent any serious altera- 
tron of the test boundsry layer on the centre-line by sidemsll secondary 
flow. A discussion of such effects is given in Section 3.8. 

A shock generator, or flap, was used as a means of subjecting the 
test flow to an adverse pressure gradient. The flap was install&d in the 
top wall of the tunnel and had a range of deflection from 0 to 12 . 

The first build of the working section (Figure 2) did not contain 
any provision for blonrng. This build, the plain working section, was 
used to compare the quantities 0 and 6 of the test boundsry layer with 
those gzven by theory, and to establish a reference boundary layer thick- 
ness with neither adverse pressure gradient nor i-nJected air. The subse- 
quent builds of working section (Figure 3) acre equrpped rvith a tuo- 
dimensional convergent-divergent blowing nozzle spanning the tunnel. The 
nozzle assembly was included in the loiler wsll which consisted of rood and 
'i'ufnol blocks. A choice of blocks and movement of the nozzle assembly 
enabled the position of sir inJection to be varied. 
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2.2 The inJection nozzle 

The two-dmensmnal nozzle profile is illustrated VI Figure 4. 
The aim in designing the injection nozzle was to obtain a Jet flow as uni- 
form and as parallel to the mainstream as possible. Rowever, straight 
tapered surfaces mere prescribed for the supersonic expansion region of 
the nozzle as sn accurately profiled upper wall with an associated thin 
lip (to prevent make disturbances downstream) mould have posed problems 
of lip deflectron. To ensure a good flow distributron in the Jet there 
was a 4/l expansion ratio between the supply pipe and the reservoir and a 
23/l contraction ratio between the reservoir and the inJection throat. 
The radius of curvature at the throat equalled 3-5 times the throat hei ht - 
a value which is greater than the mrninwm suggested for good operation 1$,12~ 

A design inJectron total pressure of about 2.5 atm. abs. was seloo- 
ted as providing a ratio of inJection to mainstream total pressure repre- 
sentative of the values which might be available III practical applications. 
The nozzle area ratio was chosen to render the design mean static pressure 
at the nozzle exit equal to the constant static pressure through the 
undisturbed test boundary layer Just upstream of the inJection point. The 
corresponding Mach number of the inJection flow %as 2.37. 

’ The blowing nozzle was considered large enough to prevent irregula- 
rities in the Jet flow due to fine dust accretion - troubles nith dust and 
problems of lop deflection had been encountered in the work reported in 
Reference 4. No attempt was made to slnulate the three-dmenslondl mix- 
ing of Reference 10. 

2.3 Instrumentation 

Static pressure orifices were positioned along the lower mall for 
all the builds at the positions indicated in Figures 2 end 3. 

Frtot pressures in the working section were measured using a probe’3 
of O-75 mix external diameter (O-015 in. i.d.), having a swan-neck to enable 
the probe tip to reach the wall. Distance measurements from the wall 
mere corrected by adding a probe displacenent value of O-15 times the 
external diameter of the probe tip14. This value was used independently 

I of Reynolds number and velocity gradient, but an additional correction was 
applied near the mall belo” a value of y equal to tnioe the external, 
dianeter of the probe tip14. A circular prtot probe was chosen rather 
than the reotsngular or flattened type, as its displacement effects follow 
a predictable pattern in the turbulent boundary layor’5. 

The pressure and temperature were measured at the tunnel inlet snd 
in the supply pipe to the mJectiDn nozzle. An orifice plateI situated 
upstream of the inJection throat measured the weight florr. 

A conventional Schlieren apparatus provided flow visualisation. 

3.0 Test results 

A sunmary of the test results is sho;.n in a qualitative and 
schematic form in Figure 5. The flow of the wall Jet miring with the 
original boundary layer is seen to consist of two regimes, the nom wall 
boundary layer belox the Jet peek, and the mixing region, or nske. The 
tests mdrcate that reversal of either flow regime can happen. If the 
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pressure rise occurs a large distance downstream of the inJection point the 
Jet can be retarded to such sn extent that reverse flow and separation of 
the new wall boundary leyer can be provoked as in Figure 5(b). Alt erna- 
tively if the pressure rise ocouzs very close to the injectlon point the 
statlo pressure may be greater than the minimum total pressue In the wake, 
so that the wake flow will be reversed as in Figure 5(c). 

Tests were carried out 171th blowing pressures ransng bet&een 1 and 
Z-5 atm. abs.,typioal results being @ven in Figure 7 onwards. 

In the conversIon of pitot pressure to total pres"ue a constant 
static pressure equal to the wall static pressure has been assumed through 
the flow from the wall to the maInstream, as nomulal measurements of statlo 
pressure uticated a varlatzon of not more than about 10 per cent of the 
wall value in any one traverse. No oorreotions were made for the effect 
of tubulenoe on the pIto% readings, nor for the interaction between the 
flow and the shock wave from the probe. (These simplifications are 
thought to explain why some of the lndlcated Jet peak total pressures 
exceed the pressure in the supply lme.) The Jet momentum has been 

speclfled as the excess momentum at the Jet exit, fjiJ (uJ - uL,Iie9 in 

order to correspond. wlt5 the momentum deficiency of a bcundszy lajrer. 
The definitions are virtually the sme except for sign: 

momentum deflclenoy = pu: o = 

The effects of temperature varlatlons on the calculated excess momeatum 
are discussed in Appends XI. 

3.1 The original boundam layer or reference profile 

A typical traverse in the plain qorlcmg sectlon (Figure 2) 1s shgwn 
111 FIgtire 6, taken at a station where an oblique shock of nedge angle 5 
mould interact with the test boundary lwer. The experrnental velocity 
distribution 1s seen to be reasonably close to the empirIcal one seventh 
power lan curve. The quantltlca 0 and 6 for the experunental profile 
agreed well nlth those @ven by the expressions for o and 6 m Reference 17. 
The values of meanstream velocity, ur (= 1558 ft/s), absolute boundary 
layer thickness, 6, (= O-255 in.) , and wall statlo pressure, pr (= 5.36 LT. 
Hg. abs.), were used as reference qusntlties when mslung later results 
non-dunenslonal. 

3.2 Wall static pressme bstnbutlons 

Figure 7 shows the pressure dutrlbutions along the riall, with the 
test points omltted for clarity. 

It may be seen that the peak pressure Increased with increase of 
shook generator angle, 17, the highest pressure obtaned bclng about 3.5 
tames the pressure level of the reference flow. For air z.nJectlon at 
x = 11 in. and in some other tests, however, the peak value of the wall 
static pressure increased nlth the raising of the blowup prossure, nhllst 
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p was held about constant. Some thoughts about this phenomenon are 
expressed in Section 3.6. 

In sll tests with adverse pressure gradient the expansion fen from 
the trailing edge of the deflected flap caused e. sherp fsll in the mall 
static pressure immediately after the shock interaction. Wevertheless, 
the object of the tests was to control the boundary layer to pass through 
the pressure rise, so that conditions downstream of the Fressure rise 
were considered less important. 

The uneven pressure distribution seen in Figure 7 upstreem of the 
main pressure rise resulted from small surface discontinuities due to 
shrinkage of the wooden blocks. 

3.3 Shock/boundazz. layer interactiopin the plain 
working section with no air injection - 

Test h of Figures 7 end 16(a) showed that a flow deflection angle 
of about 8' was necessary befcre separation occurred. The static pres- 

io of I.8 agreed with the values given both by Beastall end 
end by Fage and Sergentlp. It is appreciably greater than for 

the three-dimensional interaction of a glsncing shock wave nrth a turbu- 
lent boundsry lsyer*O, where the corresponding value is about l-5. 

3.4 Total pressure and velocity profiles for the 
Jet/boundary le+ver combination 

Figxes 8 ta 10 show some of tne total pressure and velocity pro- 
files for injection at 2 atm. abs. total pressure, each figure representing 
one position of the injection slot. Figure 11 shows the profiles nhon 
there is no pressure rise. The corresponding wall static pressure dis- 
tribution is given on each figure together with the traverse locations. 

Figure 8 shone the profile chaactoristics when the length of the 
miming regxon - between the slot end the peak of the applied pressure 
rise - ms equal to 10 times the thicknes s of the reference boundary layer. 
The entire flow is rotsrdod as it passes through the pressure rise, the 
jet peek velocity being significantly reduced. The velocity profile 
upstream of the peek of the pressure rrse ind;Lcates that the slower moving 
'air in the boundary layer nesr the well was retarded to en extent almost 
to 
5(b . P 

reduce flow reversal end consequent seperation - compare with Figure 
However, the raising of the blowing pressure to 2.5 atm. abs. 

enabled the flow to successfilly negotiate a pressure ratio of about 3, as 
shown in the static pressure distributions of Figure 7. 

In Figure p the length of the mixing region has been reduced to 6 
reference boundary leycr thicknesses. The mixing region is now much more 
retarded thsn in Figure 8 but the boundery layer under the jot is much 
less retarded end is appreciably thirner. Blowing at a total pressure of 
2.5 atm. abs. permitted the flow to negotiate a static pressure ratio of 
3.55. 

When the muting length was reduced to 2 reference oundery layer 
thicknesses, s,s in Figure 10, it appeared from the traverse just donn- 
streem of the peek of the pressure rise that the flow in the wake had 
reversed - the total pressure in the wake being less than the static pros- 
sure at the wall. The Schlieren pictures, however, suggested that the 
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flow successfully passed through the shock system. Either, therefore, 
the wake flow was quckly re-establlshed with a posltzve velocity by rapld 
During, or the static pressure nas greater at the v*eX thsn m the n&e. 

Figure 11 shows typ%cal flon proflles mlth no applied pressure 
gradlent. A tendency toward a constant value of uake trough velocity, ut, 
of O-8 ur was evident followmg the lnltlal fast rate of mixing betireen the 
Jet end ong~~al boundary layer. 

3.5 Some character&cics of the flow: crlterla for control 

The bulk of the orlgual boundery le,yer was not lcnediately re- 
energued and entrained into the Jet - presumably because the jet velocity 
was not much greater then that of the mamstresa. The lnltial control 
mechanism was that of the Jet taking the place of the ongu&t low energy 
layers at the me.l.1, the low energy flow then being Incorporated 1% a mix- 
mg reelon above the Jet peak. At the same time, a new boundary leyer 
developed at the wall under the Jet. The total pressures of the wake 
trough end Jet peek are plotted in Flgvres 12, 13 snd 14, for the long, 
mehum end short murIng remcns respectively. For com~srlson, correspon- 
&ng results for flow with end wlthout a pressure rue are included on each 
sheet. The tests showed that the lnitlal rate of mixing ITas rapid between 
the original boundary lsyer end the Jet, and was approxuately lndepondent 
of the mJection total pressure. A distance doxnstrcsm of the inJectIon 
point of 5 reference boundary layer thicknesses v&s required before the 
wake trough total pressure reached a value of 0.5 of the tunnel entry total 
pressure. Thereafter, the increase m the mmlli?um total pressure of the 
wake was less rapid; a tendency tcnard a constant value of around 0.64 of 
the inlet total pressure u&s observed m the present expermenT at a 
dlstsnce of 14 boundary layer thzcknesses dcTrnst:eam of the Jet exit. 

With the long mlxmg re@on , as 111 Figure 12, the applied back 
pressure rise was of mstificlent magnitude to reverse the m&e flcm. In 
Figure 14, hqvrever, as previously dlscussed, the nail static pressure. 
exceeds the wake total pressure and It 1s sug gested that the mlxlng re&on 
1s too short. If in fact the wake is reverse& the cngu~~l boundary 
layer would be removed from the beneficial influence of the Jet end eddy 
motions 111 the reversed wake flon reaon would tend to cause large mixing 
losses. Moreover In a diffuser reversal of the wake could lead to a 
breakdown of the whole supersonic flo:v. It 1s suggested, therefore, that 
the first criterion for control is that the locus of the applied static 
pressure distribution should be m the area belom the locus of the wake 
trough total pressure; 
reversal. (hT 

the wake should then present no problems of flow 
evertheless, under some circumstances such as, for exmple, ( 

in Test Q of the present experiment, It should be noted that highly 
beneficial results may St.111 be achieved, apparently, when the total pressure 
in the wake 1s somewhat less than the local nail static pressure.) 

An obvious feature bf all the floms was the raped decrease of Jet 
peak total pressure downstream of the inJection pout. Thus the second ’ 
crltericn for control is that at the posltlon of the pressure rue the 
Jet should not have lost momentum to en extent that the new wall bors-,dary 
layer is in danger of separatmg;. Figure 8 for example shows that the 
long muclng region is rather greater then the og’cimum for the present 
conditions, as the mall boundary layer is close to separation. 
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Thus the results show that with en 1nJection to mainstresm pressure 
ratlo of 2/l and for a mainstream f;acn number of l-6, the optimum position 
for the injection slot appears to be at about 6 reference boundsry layer 
thicknesses upstream of the shock interaction region, with a Jet excess 
momentum about equal to the momentum deficiency of the original boundezy 
layer. 

Johsnnesen*’ reported that the develoment of Jets issuing into 
qurescent air at 11 = I.40 was found to depend on the strength of the 
internal shock waves in the Jet nozzle exit, the Jet spreading rapidly but 
unsteadily in the presence of strong shocks. With no disturbance the 
spreading was far more gradual. The point may therefore be raised whether 
the internal disturbance in the Jet due to the straight taper nozzle affec- 
ted the initial mixing rate between the Jet end the orqpnd boundary 
layer. This question cannot be satrsfactorily answered here because of 
lack of experimental evidence. I 

3.6 The flow patterns 

In discussing the flow patterns of the present experiment it is 
helpful first of all to review the standard results for the flov nithout 
inJectIon. Some of the well known patterns are shown in Figure 15. 

The extent of the upstream and domstreem influence is small for 
’ weak shocks as in Figure 15(b). For stronger shocks, a sepsration bubble 

forms end @ves rise to a shook upstream of the incidence point as in 
Fqpcce 15(c). The Schlieren picture of Figure 16(a), for flon without 
boundary layer control, show this configuration nith its typical brfur- 
cated shock system adJacent to t!le boundary layer. 

Figure 15(d) show the phenomenon of &oh reflection 22 which occurs 
when the Mach number domnstrecm of the incident shock 1s less than the 
detachment Each number. The shock system forms a normal leg at the xall, 
meeting the incident end reflected shocks at a triple point. The total 
pressures are not equal doirnstrecm of the normal end of the reflected 
shock so that a vortex sheet emanates from the triple point. A bifurc&ted 
foot to the normal leg generally appears nhen there IS separation. 

An example of the type of flon pattern obtarned in the present expe- 
riment IS show in Figure 16(b), which illustrates a Jet/boundUJ lsyer 
flor havrng profile characteristics similar to those shown in Figure 8, 
and the same mxxin 
(Test G on Table I 7 

distance of 10 reference boundary layerothicknesses 
. The shook generator deflection is 12 @vmg a 

static pressure ratio of 3 at a blowing pressure of 2.5 atm. abs. A L:ach 
reflection is seen with the normal 12 ~g passing through the viscous flow to 
the wall. There is no separation. A small discontinuity in the mall 
promotes a local shock expansion system upstream of the normal leg. The 
pitot probe is situated downstresm of the normal leg in the vwcous flov. 
The fact that the shock forms a &oh reflection is thought to explain the 
phenomena noted earlier, that the wall pressure rise increased with 
increase in blowing pressure even when the shook generator engle remained 
fixed. As the ugectlon total pressure was increased the general level 
of 14ach mmber would increase in the Jet/boundary layer combination. 
Consequently the normal leg of the shock systoim mould be expected to 
increase rn strength - because of the rise m its upstresm 1Iach number. 
In practrcal applications, therefore, the possible formation of Mach 
reflections should be kept in mind, lest a strong normal leg should cause 
difficulty, 
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3.7 Control of a boundsry laver throu& a normal shock 

The control of a boundary layer through a normal shock should pre- 
sent no complications additional to those already discussed. The wall 
static pressure distribution measured in the presence of the normal leg of 
a llaoh reflection (e.g., Test Q on Figure 7) displays that the peak value 
of the pressure rise, 3-3, 1s only 8 per cent less than that of a normal 
shook whose upstream Uach number is that of the test mainstream - about l-8. 

An experiment was conducted nith Bsr injection at x = 9 in. to pro- 
duce a normal shook to span the working section in the region of the pre- 
vlous shock wave/boundary lsyer interaction. A flat plate vlas inserted 
in the tunnel between the oentre-line and the top wall, producing choking 
in the resultant upper passage and thereby generating a normal shook. 
Unfortunately, movement of the pitot probe in the lnteraotion region upset 
the stability of the shock configuration, so that traverses were not pos- 
sible. It nas noted, however, that when injecting air at 2 atm. abs. total 
pressure, a shock pressure ratio of 3.35 produced a small region of wall 
boundary layer separation. In retrospect, this result could have been 
predicted from the corresponding profile characteristics described in 
Section 3.4 and shown in Figure 8, nhere 1 t was seen that for a shook 
pressure ratio of 2.8 the wall boundaii layer nas close to separation. A 
rather better result would have been expected from the use of the medium 
lengthmixlngregion. 

3.8 Three-dimensional flor? effects U-I nominally 
two-dimensional flow 

Gadd and Holder8 have connented that there are discrepancies bet- 
ween different experiments regarding the extent of the ineraction region 
when oblique shook waves interact nith turbulent boundary leycrs. The * 
disorepancles may be due to the entrainment into the test boundary layer 
of sidewall secondary flow, produced by the interaction betneen the 
oblique shooks and the sidewall boundary layers of the test rig. 1t,is 
desirable, therefore, to have as large a span of test boundsry layer as 
possible in order to avoid three-dimensional cross flow components of 
velocity. 

The ratio of the span to the height of the working section, that 
is, the geometric aspect ratio. employed in the present work was 2.53. 
Bogdonoff and his fellow workors5yo used a test boundary l,ayor on the wall 
of a wind tunnel of aspect ratio l-25, whilst the rigs at the National 
Physical Laboratory738 and the wind tunnel used by Seddony all had aspect 
ratloa less than unity. Perhaps a more appropriate comparison to use, 
rather than one based on the cross-section dunensions of tne wind tunnel, 
mould be that of the ratio of the spsn of the test boundary layer to 
either (a), the length of the test boundary layer, or (b), the length of 
the sideriall boundary layer - for the extent of interaction of a shock nave 
vith a turbulent boundary layer is roughly proportional to the boundary 
layer thickness, which is in turn roughly proportional to the length of 
surface on which the test boundory layer is growing. A comparison shows 
that the ratios for (a) and (b) for the present work are of the same order 
as estimates made for the ratios of the rigs described in Rcferencoe 5, 6, 
8 and 9. Furthermore, Kuehn, in Reference 23 and during later work of his 
discussed in Reference 8, found that where the sldswall boundary layers wsrs 
about the ssmo thickness as the test boundary layer (as in the present rig) 
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a closer approximat.tlon to two-dimensional results was obtained than 
with a test arrangement uhere the test bcundery layer nes much thinner ? , 
than the sideesll boundary layers. 

It appears, therefore, that the rig chosen for the present ?jcrk 
should not have given appreciably worse three-dimensional flclrJs thm the 
rigs used by other workers, so that in this sense the flon in the present 
tests was nominally two-dimensional. Even so9 it is felt that future 
work should preferably be conducted in rigs of higher geometric aspect 7 , 
ratio. 

4.0 Analysis 

4.1 Comparison of the velccitv in the nake trough 
nith that deduced by a semi-empirical method 

In Reference 24 Spenoe investigated the velocity defect of turbu- 
lent wakes behind asrcfoila in subsonic flow. He concluded that the 
locus of the minismmn velocity in tho niske fcllc?ed a universal recovery 
law of the form: 

where ut was tho w&e trough velocity and c the nerofcll chord. Spenco 
found that K, = 0.1265 and k, = O-025 gave the best fit with experi- 
ment; also, a velocity ratio of O-2 was obtained at the trailing edge 
because of a fairing in of the cusp in the velocity profile at that point. 
All the data came from tests in a Reynolds number range from O-5 to 
5 mllllon. 

In the presont experiments a similar analysis can bc attempted for 
the m&e downstream of the inJection slot. A plot was thsrcforc msde, 
Figure IV/? of the wake trough velocity, ut, against distance dcwnstreem 
of the inJection point. In order to make ut non-dimensional it was 
divided by an average of the local malnstre,cm end Jet/pc& velocities, 

Ill + UJ‘ 
i.e., by ua = 

( 1 2 
; the volccitlcs u1 and u3 ncro those at the 

&.ke extremities. Non-dimensional lengths downstream of the rn&?ctlcn 
8, + es 

point serc also evolved by usrng,a dencmrnatcr L, = 
( ) 

9 based on 
2 

the mettcd surface lengths of the two boundary ln~crs meeting at the 
trnilmg edge of the Jot nozzle, ncmcly the original boundcry layer and 
the Jet boundary leycr on the upper wall of the Jot nozzle. The length 
L, corresponded to the aerofcil chord, c9 thet Spcncc used. The grcnth 
of the bcundsry lcycr in each suporscnio nozzle was t&en to be the same 
as that on a flat plate of length equal to tic thirds of the distance from 
the throat to the nozzle exit. The Reynolds number based on L1 ;Lnd ua 
was about 2 million. 
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The results from all the experiment21 groups riith air injection for 
flow with and without adverse pressure gradient are plotted in Figure 17. 
It is seen that a curve of the form2 

where K, F 0.10 and k, = O*OYj, provides a reasonable description of the 
minimum velocity in the waks in the regions nhere the applied pressure 
rise is not large. When the wake flow is retnrded severely by a sharp 
advhse pressure gradient the v&e trough has velocity velues nell belovl 
the curve of Equation (2). The lowering of the constant in the numera- 
tor of Equation (2) vJhen compared with Equation (1) follows from the 
usual result th& the rate of mixing is less for compressible thnn for 
inoompressible flow. A simple differentiation of Equation (1) or (2) 
indicates that the velocity gredient with respect to x is proportional to 
the constant in the numerator, so that the smaILlcr the constant tho 
smaller is the mixing r&e. 

4.2 The wall bound,vv laxer under the net -oeek 

Schmarz end Cosart in Reference 25, summarising previous results 
as vlell as their own for incompressible turbulent wall jets, suggested 
that as a first order onginoering approximation the innor leyor of the 
wall jet could be considered analogous to the one seventh power law turbu- 
lent boundary leyer. Nevertheless, certain dissimilarities wore posed 
between the two types of flow. I-. 

A comparison botnaen measured wall boundary layer thioknossos end 
theoretical growths calculated using the method given in Reference 17 N~S 
made for Tests F end K, that is, with air injection at x = 9 in. end a 
blowing pressure of 2 atm. abs. Stratford and. BeaversI used the Nell 
tiown equation for absolute boundery layer thickness (although previously 
it bed been used in amora restricted sense): 

6 = 0.37 X RX-' . ...(3) 

where the boundary l<e,yer gronth over en equivalent distance X at constant 
Mach number E equalled the growth along the actual surface whose final 
ma;lnstresm Mach number W.S h1. The superficial utilisation of:- (a) the 
full equations from Roferoncc 17 (since the jet peek Maoh number was 
decreasing downstreem) end then, es an alternetivc, (b) placing X equal to 
the actual length of surface on which the well boundary layer grew dovmn- 
stream of the injection throat, permitted a triel of tr?o preliminary 
methods of assessment. Both m&hods were found to over-estimate tho 
boundary layer thicknesses under the jet. In the region of zero and 
adverse pressure gradient the maximum discrepancy for (b) equalled 14 per 
cent of the measured value, while for (a) it W.S much higher. Also, 
downstream of the peaL static pressure rise the theoretical estimate was 
totally inacour3te. Thus, tho.method of calculation of Reference 17 NBS 
not appropriate to the present flow, indicating that the properties of the 
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wall boundary layer under the Jet wre not the sa2e as for an ordinary 
boundary layer under a mainstream. In Reference 17, the re3uct1on of the 
aamstrearn Mach number 1s assumed to be caused entirely b;r tiie 7ressxe ' 
r15e, whereas m the present flow the reduction in the act peak hch ma- 
ber 1s partly due to muxng. In addltlon once the Jet has become fully 
developed it has some resemblance to fully developed pipe florr - 111 whit';. 
the thuzlcness of the "boundary layer" remains constant. 

4.3 Use of t!le momeiltuu equation 

The momentum equation for steady compressible flow may be expressed 
m the form: 

where the sJnbols have their usual moaning (see'llst in i?pp,ondx I). In 
order to find whetner the momentum equation could be used for the theore- 
txal predution of the pi-es?& type of flow the eqer-Lmentai resu?_ts 
could be stibstltuted Into Epuatlon (4). ilomever, the dlfferentiatlon of 
experunefltal values of (plu,O) NOUN probably lead to serious errors, so 
that an Integrated form of Equation (4): 

where suffx o denotes quantltles of the origlnal boundary layer, 1s more 
suitable as a test of the experimental results. 

Tne slnplest flol' to examme f'lrst 1s that without p:csswe 
gradient, for winch Equation (5) reduces to: 

Values of 0 for Test K xere calculated from the traverse profiles by 
graphical mtegratlon while an elrpresslon for the wall shear stress in a 
zero pressure gradlent r,as derived S.S in Appendix III. Pqpre 18 sbc7is 
that these quantities are consistent alth Equation (6) to a very satx- 
factory accuracy. 

The corresponding analysis for the Slow 741th pressure gradient 1s 
not easy, mainly because of the dlff'xulty in fxzdlng a sutable expres- 
sion for the wall shear stress. One test showed reasonable agreement 
171th Equation (5) but the results are not quoted as t'ne analysis for the 
Gall stress ws not felt to be fully satisfactory. 
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The results for the flovr nrthout a pressure rise show that the 
momentum equation is satisfied, and it seems probable that the equation 
could be used in general when predicting theoretically the mixing of a jet 
with a turbulent boundary layer. 

4.4 Practical applications; the pressure recovery of a 
supersonro intake with injection boundary 1aye-g 
control 

In Reference 2 the -nork on injection iias aimed at improving the 
controls on an aircraft at transonic speeds. Another possible applica- 
tion is to the control of boundary layers in supersonic air intakes - 
especially in sxisymmetric intakes having combined external/internal com- 
pression. The design of the contrebody in on axisymmetrio intake incor- 
porating some internal oompre,- c-ion c<an mnl,c it difficult to lead out the 
boundary layer bleed. Injection boundary layer control - shown by the 
prosent work to be feasible in the lorgo pressure rises obtaining in an 
intake - would pose fewer installation problems as a pressurised duct 
system to the injection slots would roquirc loos space t!xsn boundary layer 
bleed passages. 

The present results may be used to predict the prcssure recovery 
that would seem feasible in a supersonic air intake with injection boun- 
dary leyer control. The static prossure rise obtained in the present 
investigation lvould be rou&iLy the ssme as that obtained in an inteko 
between the blowily slot end a position immediately dounstrcem of the 
normsl shock, Iprovided the slot were located at a station where the main- 
strcem Macn number equalled about 1-7 to l-8. In Appendix IV, an expres- 
sion for the meon total prcssuro that might be expected at the exit 
from the subsonic diffuser is dorived as Equation (19). -. 

On the basis of Equation (19a) a calculation for an arisym-metric 
intake27 with etiernal/mnternal compression at a moinstroam a!ach number of 
3, and for fullscale Reynolds number, gave a meon tot& prcssuro at the 
compressor face of 93per cent for an injection mass flow equal to about 
11 per cent of the capture flow. The injection mass flow is consistent 
with calculations m Reference 28, which showed that 13 per cent of the 
capture flow compressed to 2/l prossuro ratio would just overcome the 
momentum deficiencies of the intake boundary layers. An 'offcctive coat' 
of the injection in terms of pro ssum recovery was ostimtcd m 
Reference 28 to be about 10 per cent, the cost being taken as the adddi-, 
tional prossure drop roquirod across the turbine rn order to provide the 
power ncedcd to compress the recirculating mass flow. These results 
indicate that the feasible ovoroll porformrnco of the intske chosen would 
be about tho sane as that given by theoretical estimates for suction 
boundary layor control. Tho final edvontagc between the tno control tcoh- 
niquos, therefore, could be dependent upon thoir rospootivo praotical 
convenience. 

5.0 Conclusions 

(1) Air injection ten prevent a supersonic turbulent boundary layer 
separating in a lorsgc prossuro rise. In the prcsont tests ccntrol could 
be maintained up to static pressure ratios of 3, providod the jet excess 
momentum was about equal to tho momentum deficiency of the original boun- 
dery lspr. The optimum position for tho injection slot appoorod to be a 
distsnco upstrcar of the main par'6 of the prossure rlsc equal to about ~I.X 
times the thickness of the initial boundory lsyor. 
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2 u Two criterm. need to be satisfied UI order to avoCl flow reversal: 
a the total pressure in the wake from the orlgulal boundary layer must 

be greater than the local value of the static pressure - othervlse rever- 
sal of the wake flow ~111 result; (b) t!le fall off' UI the jet peak total 
pressure must not be so severe that the new nail boundary laj-er 1s in 
danger of separating. 

(3) When the pressure rue 1s small, the velocity defect u, the xake 
from the origlnal boundary Layer is roughly proportional to the uxcrse 
sqUS.re root of the distance downstream of' the b1OWlll6 slot, 

(4) The flow quantities closely satisfy the nomcntucl cquatlon, at least 
for the flow xithout a pressure rue. Consequently the equation mrght be 
utllxed XI predxtlng the cnaracterxtics of a 2et mlx~ng vlth a boundary 
layer - perhaps in conJunctlon wth the correlation of the velocity in the 
nake mentioned In conclusz.on (3). 

(5) The test results may be used to deduce the pressure recovery whxh 
seems feasible m a supersonic air Intake r:lth InJection boundx-y layer 
control. 

The author vould like to thank Dr. E. S. Stratford for the sug- 
gestiOn Of the projeCt and usefui ducusslon throughout the course of the 
work anil Fr. E, Hemmings for ills Invaluable co-operation with the bulldulg 
and modification of the rig; also to Dr. G. E. Gadd of the ?&tional 
Physical Laboratory for a discussion 011 three-dlmansronal effects and for 
drsrilng the author's attention to Reference 8. 
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x dlstsnce downstream from the exit of tile tunnel nozzle 

x an equivalent dlstmce 

Y distance normal to tm wall 

L length of the working section 

Mach number 

velocity m x direction 

density 

mass flow 

exponent III the poser law relat~onshxp for a turbulent 
boundary layer 

total pressme 

wall static pressure 

shear stress 

kinematic nscoslty 

absolute thickness of the boundary lsyer, or Jet/boundary 
layer combmamon 

s* = Sr ["r(,l - E)d(&), duplacement '&nlckness 

t3 = 6, ["' &(I - k-d(&), momentum thiclcness 
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APPEiQDIX II 

The effect of temperature 

In many of the tests the jet total temperature aas about 5 per 
cent greater than that of the mainstream, 
ficantly affect the value of (uJ - 

a difference ohich could signi- 
u,) in tne calculation discussed in 

Section 3.0 for Jet excess momentum. Horever, the apparent effect of 
temperature, using the criterion of jet excess momentum as here defined, 
is probably not a genuine one. For exsmple, if a hot Jet of fairly low 
total pressure mixed ideally with a boundary layer and produced a flo7: of 
uniform velocity e ual 
the boundary layer Jet 7 

to the mainstream velocity, the total pressme in 
combination mould still be ion and hence there 

could be a rapid retardation end a reverse flolu in. a subsequent pressure 
rise. Consequently both total pressure snd momentum must be considered. 
Now the performance of a conventronal ejector of given geometry and fixed 
primary pressure ratio is virtually independent of changes in the primary 
temperature (other than for the fact that the primary mass flon required 

to choke the nozzle 1s proportional to T-'). It :7ould socms therefore, 

that the criterion of excess momentum as here defined should be applied 
only to a flow with a uniform tcmperaturc: having, say, specified the 
total nressure of inJection and the area of the inJection nozzle such as 
to satisfy the criterion of excess momentum in a flon with unifom ten- 
perature, variations of temperature could be applied without significantly 

affecting performance, other than for the TV- factor on mass floi:. B By 

applpng these argcments it has seenod Justifiable m the analysis of the 
present experiment to zgnorc the small ter,peraturc variations. 
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AwlwDIx III 

The wall shear stress for a zero pressure gradjent 

The wall shear stress in compressible flow with zero pressure 
gradient may be written: 

Reference 18 quotes that for compressible flow the momentum thickness 0 
for a turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate 111 a semi-inflnlte main- 
strea 13: 

s...(8) 

In the present work the act peak values are the effective mainstream 
values for calculatug the wall shear stress downstream of the InJection 
nozzle. 

where x~, = x - xe +e, and&, is defined in Sectmn 4.1. 
b Smce tlYc growth of t"he wall-boundary layer LX] the experuwnt is less than 

that of a true turbulent boundary layor on a flat plate for correspondu?e: 

values of xj, the value of 7yi should strictly have been obtalned in terms 

not In terms of xJ, m a smAu* way to the consx&eratlon of 

flow in a pipe. For an ordinary turbulent boundary layer, 
s 

-I 4 
and 6 cc x , so tnat T5.J cc 6 D Thus, strxotly, the flat plate 

wall shear stress of Equation (9) should be factored by the ratio 

i 
6 i 

to eve the actual value of wall shear stress. It may be 
i 
seen that the effect of this ratlo 13 smdL1. A typical difference 
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3 between the rsspective values of 6 1s of the order of' 20 per cent and 
would only prodwe an error of about 5 per cent 1x1 the estlmatlon of ,rwJo 
A further Justification for using an express‘ion for T~-~ 11-1 terms of xj is 
that a formula in terns of 6 may only be used when 6 13 known. Thx, the 

formula in terms of xJ 1s a more practicable one provided it 1.9 reasonably 
accurate. 
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AP"ENDIX TV 

Calculation of the pressure recovery of e supersonic 
intake having inJection boundary layer control 

!rhe 
to a large 

performance of an engine designed for auperaoi~o flight depends ,. . _.. extent on me nreaaure recovery of CIle air lntaK@ a110 the 
.~o3aez associated with the boundary layer control. In en intake rn which 
the boundary layer ia oo~~trolled by air InJection, the total pressure 
losses would be those due to friotaon end mixing along the wall3 of the 
duct and those related to the compression of the mai~xatream through the 
intake shock wave system. 

Let the total preaaurc of the mainstream at the capture plane be PC‘ 
At 8 station auc11 as DD in Figure 19(a) Just do.;natream of the Uroat nor- 
mal shock, let the cross-sectional area be AD 
station DD) and the mean total predaure %e 

(suffix D referrmg tb the 
'Then: 

FD = PC- losses due to frxtion and mixing- ahook losses 
AD - 

the shock losses being expressed in the conventional manner as a propor- 
tion of the total pressure, whereas the losses due to friction and mixing 
are assumed to be en integral of preaaure over a cross-sectional area. 
Also "loasea due to friction and mixing" 13 used as a general term to 
include all the effects of iqeection, being taken negative iiherc the total 
preaaurc exceeds the local mainstream value, 

If the losses due to frlctrron and mrxlng at any atatlon are 
together denoted F end the shock losses S, then 

pD = PC - FD/AD - SD .‘..(lO) 

Let 6 be the thickness of the Jet/boundary layer combination, measured 
from the wall to the malnatream, If 6 ia small compared with the crosa- 
sectional dimenao.ona, the losses at DD due to friction and mixing may be 
referred to ~3 an area total pressure deficiency and represented as: 

i 

6D 
(Pl - p) liYD 

0 

per unit diatwce around the perimeter, where P, ia the total pressure in 
the loGa mains?reom. Ii' d?$) 13 an increment Of the Wetted perimeter at 
DD, the area total pressure deficiency ia: 
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Allowing a value for the total pressure loss in the subsomo dlf- 
fuser of, say, 0.03 PC, the total pressure recovery at the compressor face 
EE - Figure 19(a) - may be expressed as either: 

or 

3 Fo sD 
- = 1-q) 
PC 

- - - - 0.03 
AD Fc FC 

. . ..(I%) 

‘E SD -= 
PC 

----0.03 
PC 

. . ..(lYo) 

Equation (1 Va), UI conJunctlon rrlth Equatmn (12)) 1s probably the 
most convement when workmg from a theoretIca calculation of the growtn 
of the orlgmal bounEiary layer - and. Equation (191,) when from an experl- 
mental traverse. 
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